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Incumbent upset in senate elections
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Sports Editor

Challenger Larry Lee tallied 26
more senior votes to key an upset
victory over incumbent Jim Traeger
for student senate president last
night.
Before the senior ballots were
totaled Traeger was ahead by six
votes. He wound up losing
249-225.
Lee said he was excited about
winning the tough race.
"Darn it, I'm happy," he said. "I
didn't think seniors would be that
concerned for underclassmen."

A new senate constitution was
also voted on, but was unable to be
ratified because not enough
students voted. A ten percent vote
was needed for ratification.
"Everybody gets to work in a
confusion camp again next year,"
Vice president Linda Bobo said
about the constitution results.
Prior to the election, treasurer
Craig Stoxen had hoped that
600-700 students would turn out to
vote. Only 463 voted.
Said Traeger, "It's too bad people don't take (senate) more
seriously , especially when these

are the people who work so hard
for them."
The senate will also have a new
vice president and treasurer next
year. Evan Hartshorn defeated
Darrel Kyle to claim the vicepresident's position, and Justine Atchey
ran unopposed and won the
treasurer's spot.
Traeger said the publicity surrounding the Time magazine racial
slurs incident hurt his campaign.
"It's too bad I was looked at as
guilty when I wasn't even involved
with what happened to (the
magazine)," he said. "I think peo-
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ple were misinformed about the
incident.
"Where I went wrong, I don't
know," he said. "I was pushing
hard for the dorm vote, and I lost
that. I personally hit every door on
campus."
Lee said during the campaign
that he was financially unable to
make as many posters or hand out
pamphlets as Traeger did.
Winning senior senator seats
were Matt Kiraly, Renee Kant,
Katie Johnson, Cynthia Arb and
Steve Kranz.
New junior senators are Asif An-

see page 3
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Forensics
takes first
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

Editor's note:This is the first of

three stories that will cover different
aspects of borrowing funds to
finance an education.
This week read about student
debt levels in Minnesota and at
Winona State University.
In the next two weeks the
Winonan will look into the problem
of debt default and then debt
burden which compares debt level
with ability to repay.

By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

See HECB, page 2

See Election graph, page 2

See what it
takes to get a job

Borrowing
not a big
problem

To date 1,869 Winona State
University students have borrowed
$4,027,694 in guaranteed student
loans, but that's not a problem according to a study of debt levels
prepared for the Minnesota Higher
Education Coordinating Board.
The study suggests "that
relatively more students attending
public technical institutions and
private two-year institutions borrow
less money on the average than
students at four-year institutions"
but are more likely to default on
their loans.
Phil Lewenstein, HECB director
of communication, said most
students leave school with a
"reasonable burden." He said that
guaranteed student loans have
leveled off while grants and
scholarships continue to be given
out.
Federal studies show loans are
becoming the major vehicle for student assistance, Lewenstein said.
But in Minnesota, grant aid has
also increased.

sari, Vicki Edwards, Jonathan
Thoreson and Sarah Macklin.
For sophomores, Steve Clift,
Beth Kling, Dave Spandee and
Dave Nelson won. Mike Ryan
withdrew before the election.
Traeger said he would try to
make the presidential transition a
smooth one.
Election judges were Linda
Groth, Jeff Dammon, Marla Reinardy and Nancy Gise. Dammon and
Gise were executive appointments.

Winonan Photo By Tony Dussel

Katie Johnson political science major from
Rockford, Minn. and Tomoko Takada an art ma-

jor from Japan share an umbrella and some conversation on a rainy Tuesday afternoon.

Hall council gets less than requested
By CONNIE HEDRINGTON
Asst. News Editor

Winona State University's Inter-Residence
Hall Council won't be getting what it asked for
next year.
The group requested a $2,000 budget
allocation for fiscal year 1989 but was turned
down by student senate's activity fee committee. That committee recommended $530 but
senate also rejected that proposal and ended
up appropriating $325.60.
Last year the group received $730.

IRHC tried to convince senate last week that
it needed the original amount.
"We estimated the need of a $2,000 budget
to plan campus events," said Lisa Stevens,
IRHC president. Residence hall activities are

open to all students, she said.
This year IRHC sponsored a dance
marathon that almost put them into debt. "We
did not realize a lot of the expenses because
it was the first time we had done such a program," said Maria Fischbach, IRHC student

advisor.
Craig Stoxen, the senate committee chair,
said the organization "recieves a guaranteed
income from each of the students living on
campus."
IRHC recieves $1 from each student living
on campus. The money is split and 90 cents
goes to the hall where the student lives and
the rest goes into the IRHC general fund.
"Half of the money ($1,000) was requested
for equipment including a desk and a filing

cabinet," Stoxen said. "They don't need to
spend that much money on that type of equipment."
Fischbach said a lot of the money is needed for conferences to teach IRHC officers

about new programs and activities. ,
Currently, according to Randy Michaels, hall
council president for the quad, half of the funding for those events is paid by officers and
floor representatives and the other half comes
from individual residence halls.
"I'm really disappointed that we didn't get
what we proposed. If we spend all of our time
on fund raisers we won't have time to plan
events," Fischbach said.
See IRHC, page 2

Winona State University's
forensics team wowed judges in
Arizona as they captured first
place in the president's division
at the National Forensics
Association Monday in Tempe,
Ariz.
They also accumulated so
many team points that they
ranked.10th overall in the open
division for any size school,
large or small.
"It was incredible," said
Chuck Michel, a junior who
made it to quarter finals in the
after dinner speaking category.
Winona State team members
competed against 190 to 360
other speakers in one round.
However, only 24 speakers
were allowed to advance to
quarter-finals, 12 to semi-finals
and six to finals.
"It was a really good feeling
(to rank in the top 24 of 90 contestants). It's a real honor,"
Michel said.
Around 135 schools participated in the tournament and
were roughly equally divided in
three categories, small school,
president division for middle
schools, and open division.
In open division Winona State
was competing with schools
who had twice as many contestants competing for points,
said Susan Rickey Hatfied,
assistant forensics coach.
Michel said it was a real team
effort because all nine members
of the team who participated in
the meet contributed to getting
points, just by ranking in the top
three.
In
individual
accomplishments, Jeff Hudson
ranked third in impromptu
speaking and was named 9th
speaker in the country. He also
made it to quarter finals in
rhetorical criticism, extemporaneous speaking and after
dinner speaking.
Tina Mathison made it to
semi-finals in persuasive
speaking.
This tournament concludes

the year for the forensics team.
However they will hold a
benefit performance to raise
money for the Richard Coughlin
scholarship fund, May 16 at 7
p.m. in the Performing Arts

Center Recital Hall. Hatfield
said they hope to raise $500.
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Senate election results:
President

Vice President

Jim Traeger

Darrel Kyle

Continued from page 1

Treasurer
Justine Atchey
415*

224

225

Evan Hartshorn

Larry Lee

247*

249*

Senators

Matt Kiraly
Renee Kant
Katie Johnson
Cynthia Arb
Kim Schmitt
Steve Kranz

Sophomore *
95
62 Steven Clift
Asif Ansari
87
67 Beth Kling
Vicki Edwards
68
Jonathan Thoreson 46 Dave Spandee
63 David Nelson 110
Sarah Macklin
Junior *

Senior *
64
60
71
66
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IRHC

HECB
Bob Lietzau, financial aid director, said more
students are taking out other types of loans. He said
the money for grants and loans has increased at
Winona State.
For example during 1985-86, 1,868 students borrowed $3,879,845 using the guaranteed student loan
program.
Another reason why excessive borrowing isn't a
problem in Minnesota is because the loan program
has changed. "It wasn't always need based," Lietzau said, "and now some students who used to get
them can't."
Comparatively, the HECB study shows the
average cumulative amount of loans held by borrowers in the State University System equaled
$4,000; the amount was $5,000 at the University of
Minnesota and $5,700 for private four-year
institutions.
The guaranteed student loan program is the
largest federal financial aid program, he said. "Loan
volume in Minnesota grew rapidly between 1977 and
1985, providing $1.5 billion to students during the
period. Beteen federal fiscal years 1986 and 1987,
however, the loan volume in the state declined by
12.4 percent.

Micheals said fund raisers
don't guarantee making money.
IRHC planned to reapply for a
new budget in the fall. But Stoxen
said if club receive allocations in
spring it can't re-apply in fall. There
is $1,504 left for fall allocations.
Stoxen said his committee had
$10,170 but 39 clubs requested
$27,447.
Originally, IRHC wasn't allocated
anything.

Winonan Applications
Applications for next year's
Winonan staff will be accepted until May 3. Pick up applications in
the Winonan Jae, off the lower
hyphen in Kryzsko Commons.

SIMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

PARTY, PARTY, PARTY
After saving $3500 and gaining
major related experience in ONE
summer! Interested - come over to
on - campus interview on April
28 at 3:30 or 6:30 p.m.
Meetings will be in Kryzsko Commons, Dining Rm B. No need to
dress up but be on time. Can't
make it? Call 608-781-1120
for another time!

Continued from page 1

0
0
40

° A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family planning and
sexually transmitted diseases. For appointment phone
0
0 452-4307 weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
0
0

64 1/2 W. 5th

•

Dining Room Special
Medium pizza for 4.99
from 4-8
In Dining Room Only

Also serving Spaghetti, Chicken, Shrimp,
Taco Salads, Sandwiches, and Salads.
*Check weekly for dining room special

Free Delivery on Winona State Campus
IN.

529 Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU.

BEER
SALE !
All beer novelties for sale.
Mugs, t-shirts, shorts, sweatshirts, hats, jackets, beer signs.
9:00 — 3:00

Saturday April 30th
Home Beverage Parking lot
In case of rain, at Winona
Distributing: 4450 West 6th
Goodview, MN

Graduation Announcements
Are Now Available

In The Bookstore

1
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Business
City council
opens roads
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

In an attempt to increase business in
downtown Winona, the city council voted
Monday night, 4-3, to take out Levee Plaza
and re-open Third St.
Downtown merchants basically agreed
with the move but disagreed about whether
the issue should have been a referendum
item.
Judy Styba, manager of Snyder Drug
Store, Miracle Mall, said she didn't really
think it would affect stores in the mall but
she remains op
"I've worked in the downtown area for
15 years so I know how it was," said Styba.
She said there was more downtown
business when the street was open, but
she didn't think the closed street was the
only reason for a slack in business. "The
problem is that money is just so tight, and
people go to the K-Marts," she said.
Styba said she thought the issue should
have been a referendum item. "It definitely should be up to the people."
Kathy Ingvalson, the bookkeeper at
Hardts Music and Audio, 118 Plaza East,
said she felt the street should be open.
"But it's going lo cause a lot of sore feelings," she said. "It's a shame to rip up
something after putting so much money into it."
Ray Halvorson, the manager of Ordell's
Restaurant, 126 E. Third St., said the traffic going by would benefit businesses.

The job search is often a complex process for the college graduate.

Winonan Photo By Tony Dusse

Presentation just as crucial as info
By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

"Don't undersell yourself and make
sure your resume is readable and
makes a positive impression."

In the spring edition of National Business
Employment Weekly, Alex Simone, a
veteran resume and freelance writer, also
suggested to keep resumes brief but not be
afraid to exceed one page.
He said resumes take a lot of work.
"Don't be afraid to work up two or even
three drafts until you're completely satisfied
with the end result."
He said many employers check
references so it doesn't pay to fabricate
education or experience, but it is important
to stress that you'd be a good candidate for
the job.
Eiken said information from one source
is subjective but some research is cornprehensive.
"Students can use a light tinted paper or
white," she said, "but it's really a matter
of personal preferance." She said some
personnel offices like the "big envelope"
idea better than legal-size white envelopes.
She doesn't recommend big envelopes
because they aren't sent first class. "Folds
are routine in any kind of priority mail and
it would get processed first."
She suggests keeping the resume to two
pages because it's difficult to list references
on one sheet. "If you can sell yourself in
a well formatted one page resume, do it,"
Eiken said.

He said he didn't like the idea of a
referendum because it would take too long,
and he said he felt the council had all the
information it needed.

Some companies receive thousands of
resumes every year, and every resume has
about 20 seconds to make an impression.
Booklets from Winona State University's
placement office state that resumes should
reflect uniqueness.
A good resume should be readable and
easy to look at, start sentences with action
verbs such as designed, organized, and
managed, rather than with leadins like "I
was the person responsible for..." and be
free of spelling, punctuation, and grammatical errors.
Shirley Eiken, Winona State business
education professor, teaches a class on
how to prepare resumes and write cover letters. She said a resume is an image
building, marketing document. Students
have to make themselves look different
from competitors. "Don't undersell yourself
and make sure- your resume is readable and
makes a positive impression."
"Employers are saying 'Give it to me
quick: Give it to me easy, — Eiken said.
They want to know if the potential employee
is worth calling in for an interview.
Company hiring policies vary, she said,
so it's hard to generalize what employers
like to see on a resume. But it's important,

"It was not a johnny-come-lately thing,"
he said. "Basically everyone said make a
decision. I was elected to make decisions."

Same old food feeling ehmated

The mall removal will cost $470,000 and
$375,000 will be needed for street
rebuilding, and is part of a downtown
revitilization recommendation from the
Winona Area Chamber of Commerce
Board.

By JULIE FOEGEN

The manager at Fanny Farmer Candy
Shop, 77 Plaza West, said she would like
to say it would increase business, but she
just hopes for the best. "I do think
downtown could perk up quite a bit.
"If I were making the decision, I would
take no si4e until I was definite that it would
attract b*riesses," she said.
She also said she preferred the council
decision over opening the issue up for
referendum. If it was open to everyone, a
tot of pgople would vote and nq,,,flott,care,
she sar0,filpt hopefully those who did make
— cared and knew a lot about the
decision
She refused to use her name

.

Mayor Tom Slaggie, one of the supporting council members said he had worked
with this topic for many years,

There are recommendations that
Winona's share of the cost should come
from Housing Redevelopment Authority
Funds intended for downtown
improvement,
Seven additional downtown business
managers were asked to comment on the
council's decision but refused
I ,01111100012)14011,10.7nirwrgArtklair,FAar-wirwpirirwsi,rnArripona.44Gaitimigaplimil6d4mi,-.4..:

— Shirley Eiken

she said, to add information directly related
to the job and to skip any type of personal
information.
Work experience, references and accomplishments related to future work
should also be highlighted.
Nancy Bowell, a patient care coordinator
at La Crosse Lutheran Hospital in La
Crosse, Wis., said she likes a concise
resume that addresses the job at hand. "I
look to see if the possible nurse's professional goals match what I need," she said.
She also looks at previous experience
and education but doesn't make judgments
based on either until the interview.
Bowell said she requires everyone in her
department to keep their resumes current
because it gives them a chance to reflect
on their career.

Editor in Chief

Alternatives to pizza and burgers in Winona broadened as Finger
Foods restaurant re-opened.
"It's really like a deli on wheels," said co-owner Dan Gernes,
about his restaurant that features food like pitas, deli sandwiches,
fried mushrooms, shrimp, tacos and salads; anything but burgers
and pizza.
Gernes said Finger Foods, located at Washington and Sarnia,
is also unique because it offers free delivery to the Winona State
University campus and free delivery to other places with a $4
minimum purchase.
Their service is also speedy. When you call most places in
Winona it takes 15 minutes to a half hour to receive your food, but
Gernes said he can have things delivered to Winona State in five
minutes.
The restaurant re-opened in February. Gernes had sold it a few

years ago in a career change, but decided he wanted the business
back so he and co-owner Dean Wagnild purchased it.
"It's something I wanted to do," Wagnild said. "The first time
(Dan owned it) I thought it was a good idea, and I told Dan to give
a howl whenever he was interested in starting again.
The restaurant had survived for three years before Gernes sold
it. He said the next owner folded because of financial reasons.
Finances are one of the main elements small business owners
must watch. "You must make sure there's enough money to start
it," Gernes said.
A successful small business also involves belief in self.
"You have to believe in your self enough to trust that you're
capable of maintaining a business," Gernes said.
He added that a small business is a risk, but not one that can't
be conquered. "If you have that attitude (that it's a risk ,and you
will fail) you shouldn't go in."
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Editorial
Winonan
Editorial Board
Sarah Tews
Photo Editor

Julie Foegen

Jackie Costa
News Editor

Editor in Chief

Chuck Frederick

Dave Pulk

Sports Editor

Columnist

Please turn them on
Bobby was walking home from downtown one night last weekend.
The smile on his face showed his happiness. He had a good night.
He finally made eye contact with the girl he had his eye on for
weeks, he even got to slow dance with her.
As he approached his dorm he pulled her note out of his wallet
or one last look.
There, scrawled on a beat-up, beer-soaked napkin, was Lisa's
phone number.
He slowly read it quietly to himself, "457-5...uh-oh!" A sudden
gust of wind blew it out of his hand.
He was after it in a flash.
He searched long and hard in the darkness, quietly, and eventually loudly, cussing to himself.
A small tear ran down the side of his face.
Could Bobby's sad fate have been prevented?
Yes. If it wasn't so dark near his residence ha!I, he could have
found that piece of napkin.
At this time there are 70 of 200 outdoor university lights burned
out.
What happened to Bobby in this ficticious tale is nothing compared to what could happen. A dark walk home invites muggings,
rapes and possibly even murders.
There is no reason why burned out
the point of darkness.

bulbs

should be ignored to

When a bulb burns out in the house it gets replaced immediately. Good ol' dad doesn't wait around until he can't read the
newspaper to change it. So why does Winona State?
Maybe if the university didn't spend so much time over-watering
the lawn and keeping up flower beds, it would realize that there
are other things which need to be done here on campus.
Those rose beds around Kryzsko Commons look real nice. What
a shame no one can see them after the sun sets.
Come on Winona State, enlighten us all.
Replace those light bulbs so students can walk home in a safe,
well-lighted environment.

Eliminate the screen
Student senate was right.
Not all senators should have been blamed for the stupid actions
of the few members who 'doodled' racial slurs on the cover of a
Time magazine recently.
Student senate leadership was also wrong.
This past week they tried to put up a smoke screen of blame,
completely ignoring the real issue; racism.
They said it was just politics.
Politics?
It would have been political if the accused had written, 'Let's tax
the rich.' But they didn't.
They said it was an internal problem, something they should have
been left alone to deal with. But the magazine was found by a student in a public office, and the offenders were representatives of
all Winona State University students. It was no longer an internal
problem.
They should have taken action.
Those involved should have been immediately suspended from
senate. This type of behavior should not be tolerated. It isn't a joke
no matter how it was meant.
Drawing glasses on a model in a magazine is a joke, and a
legitimate doodle. Racial slurs are insensitive at best, not the act
of thinking adults.

Editor's note: Initial information received and supported that student senate was the recipient of a grievance charge from the Black
Cultural Awareness Organization was false. BCA formally filed the
grievance against three members of senate. Those members have
until Friday to make a response to the charges.

Correction:
Jonathan Thoreson's major is psychology with a philosophy minor
not political science. The April 20th issue of the Winonan had this
information wrong.

Reader's View
Senate doing well
To the Editor:

I'd like to thank the Winonan for
their 'unbiased, professional
representation' of the student
senate elections. Between the article entitled "Lee Top Candidate
for Job" and the full-page circus
made of the serious issue of racial
discrimination, the Winonan
basically helped to foster Dave
Pulk's idea to eliminate the student senate completely.
The student senate does get a
lot done for the students. Pulk failed to mention how they help
students in forming clubs and
organizations (such as Soccer
Club), not just in doling out funds.
They may not always be listened
to by the administration, but they
try, and they do, at times,
succeed.
They also work with the city.

The crosswalk signs and lights
that the paper reported in the
same issue was the work of the
student senate. The senate also
gives to those majoring in political
science a chance to participate
and do more than "learn to talk
in parlimentary lingo." That was
the original reason for
establishing student
governments—education.
The issue on whether we
should continue the student
senate's existance is feeble. The
lack of participation is, however,
a real problem. Not every one is
interested in what the senate
does with their time and money,
but neither is everyone interested
in the federal government past
their personal tax returns and the
cop on the corner with radar. The
difference is just in scale, and the
student senate deserves its
credit.
To give the newspaper its due,

the coverage was not an entire
loss. There was one article on the
proceedings of the senate that
was well presented and had real
value. It was by Angie Larson,
and was under "Reader's View."

Sincerely,
Rita Nygren
Winona State freshman

Words not meant
To the Editor:

I would like to apologize for a
comment made on, "Let's Rap,"
Wednesday night, April 20.
I said that the (Time) magazine
was stolen out of the office by the
Winonan, and what I meant to say
was that the magazine was stolen
out of the office and given to the

Winonan.
Sincerely,
Jim Traeger
Student senate president

The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed, composed and published by and for the
students of Winona State University.
The Winonan generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 percent is provided by student activity fees.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent
to it for publication.
Deadline for all ad copy is Thursday 5 p.m. prior to the week of publication. Deadline for all letters
is Friday at noon prior to the week of publication.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $15 annually (29 issues) or
$6 per quarter. Address all correspondence to: The Winonan, Kryzsko Commons, Winona State
University, Winona, MN 55987. Phone 507-457-5119.
The Winonan is a member of, and rated by, the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating
of All American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the Minnesota Newspaper Association, the American Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.
The Winonan is not published during June, July, August, or exam periods.
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mentary
Off the Wall
By
Dave Pulk

Reader's View
Not senate's fault
To the Editor:

Life is a bit squished
The Minnesota Legislature recently put the finishing touches on
a higher education bill that does a lot to help Winona State University, but the Legislature also left the school with a serious problem
that can no longer be ignored.
The problem is space, or I guess I should say the lack of space.
In essence, lawmakers gave us a nice, refreshing bucket's worth
of water, but no bucket to put it in.
On the positive side, $500,000 in funding for the composites
technology engineering school was approved, and we'll be getting
an additional $800,000 to meet higher than expected enrollment
here.
Anyone trying to find available classes, especially those nearing graduation, knows we need the extra staff.
The Legislature also provided more money for student grant and
loan programs. While the loan money is welcome, the additional
staff necessary, and the engineering school a definite plus, one
element was left out.
This school ran out of room a long time ago, and the growing
student population makes it seem more like Sardine State University than Winona State.
The Legislature, the Senate in particular, rejected a bonding bill
which would have funded a new Health and Applied Science
classroom building. Even without the new engineering program,
more classroom space is desperately needed.
President Tom Stark went through a long, drawn out dispute in
deciding to build the new classroom building on land across Sanborn street from Pasteur Hall, but lawmakers gave us no money
to build it.
As originally proposed, the bonding bill also would have included money for more land acquisition to begin looking toward expansion on the south end of the campus, planning for a new stadium,
and a campus plan that would have eliminated streets that run
through the campus.
All this would have moved the university in a positive direction.
Instead, we just seem to be standing still.

libel n. 1. any written or printed
matter tending to injure a person's reputation unjustly; 2. the
act or crime of publishing such a
thing.
The headline and subsequent
articles that appeared on page 3
of the April 20 issue of the
Winonan are perfect examples of
the above definition.
Instead of "Grievance charges
brought against senate" it should
read "Winonan editor sued for
libel." The fact of the matter is
that the grievance was not
brought against the senate as a
whole, but against individual
students accused of defacing a
Time magazine. Second
paragraph—"BCA formally filed a
grievance against student senate
Monday" could not be farther
from the truth, but what does that
matter to the Winonan?
Dena Gosha, BCA President,
says, "We shouldn't have to deal
with this." Well, the student
senate should not have to deal
with harrassment from the media
(Winonan, Daily News) and the
misinformed public.
Innocent senators have been
accosted in the hallways and
classrooms, and have been accused of being racist due to this
libelous headline.
The student senate was not
given the opportunity to handle
this incident internally, but was
forced to take the defensive when

A sad day indeed
To the Editor:
Sorry Winonan, April Fool's

Day is long past. This whole
ridiculous "scandal" surrounding
the defaced Time magazine that
was taken from the student

While plans to put Winona State on the map with a state-of-theart engineering school move forward, plans for a building to put
the school in have stopped dead in their tracks.

The rising number of students means we either have to find some
place to put them, including more dormitory space, or we have to
start limiting enrollment.
Since this is a state institution, telling people to take their SATs
elsewhere doesn't seem like the best alternative.
I'd personally like to congratulate our local legislators, university administrators, student lobbyists and Winona citizens for their
efforts in getting the new engineering school during this legislative
session. I also hope these same people can exert the same high
level of energy next year to get us some room to breath.
Living like a sardine is okay, but after you live in one of those
little cans long enough, its hard to get the oil off.

Letters Policy
Send us a letter about any issue you feel students should know about.
We publish letters in the order we receive them and usually only edit
when room is needed for other students. We reserve the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent to us for
publication.

deserve an "E" for effort in that
area.
As the Affirmative Action director and the advisor to the BCA,
she was not an advocate for
fairness in this incident at all. Her
quote, "I hear the story, give info
and options for both sides and try
to operate fairly to both sides. I'm
an advocate for the process, not
either side," sounds nice on
paper, but the fact remains that
the three individuals accused
were basically tried and convicted
before any investigation was
started.
In all fairness, the senators
were not even allowed to have the
senate advisor present during the
three-hour inquisition that occurred on April 20.
There are gross violations of
certain rights involved here, and
some members of the administration, the Winonan, and individuals
involved in the "Trial without jury"
should be held accountable.
Unless I woke up in the Soviet
Union this morning, people are
presumed innocent until proven
guilty. The guilty have confessed,
and apologized profusely, so
don't connect the whole senate to
this matter.
WINONAN BEWARE! "Those
who live in glass houses should
not throw stones!!" Let's hope the
Winonan drowns in Windex.

senate office is just too much.
And even though I am sure the
point of this letter will be completely misunderstood, I'm writing
anyway.
The day when a student
newspaper that claims to be striving so hard to bring us "Real

News" goes off the deep end over
a bunch of graffiti is a sad day
indeed!

Sincerely,
Eric Barr
WSU student senator

Sincerely,
Jen Larson
Winona State senior

Life's Just Trite

With springtime here, we've seen a lot of prospective students
and their families getting the grand campus tour. While there are
many positive things the tour guides can point to, those taking the
tour have got to wonder where we put all the students. Surprisingly, the lack of space doesn't seem to stem the flow of
students signing up to get their education here.

the magazine in question was
"mysteriously removed" from the
office.
Strangely enough, the Winonan
obtained a photo of the magazine
over the weekend, and handdelivered it to Jon Kosidowski,
assistant to the vice-president of
student affairs, on Monday morning. Perhaps Julie Foegen and
her midnight spying raids on the
senate office paid off.
If the Winonan truly thinks that
"Physical evidence of alleged
racist views should not be allowed in what is considered all
Winona State students office"
then why was it published in the
Winonan and the Daily News?
Weren't they responsible for
spreading these racist views?
The Winonan is at fault for
perpetuating and sustaining this
politically motivated incident.
As for credibility, I don't think
the majority of students at WSU
believe in the Winonan. Rarely an
issue goes by that I don't hear
comments such as "fishwrap"
and "rag." Well, now it's a
libelous rag.
I am relieved that the Winonan
still believes in freedom of political
choice—not everyone likes Jesse
Jackson because of his far left
political extremes and his own
racist comments against Jews
and whites.
Speaking of certain unalienable
rights, how about the right to
counsel, freedom of speech?
Since we are handing out grades,
Elly Colapietro does not even

By
TISHA HARMS

No one's an individual in death
If you or I were to die today, our
obituaries would probably sound
pretty much the same.
For those of you who aren't
familiar with what an obituary is,
it is the brief summary of someone's life that is printed in the
newspaper when they die. The
standard obituary commonly includes the name, age, address
and place of birth and death of the
deceased, as well as parents,
marriages, major achievements
or memberships (in very abbreviated form), occupations, survivors, relatives who have died
and most importantly, when and
where the funeral will be held,
who is officiating and where the
body will be buried.
The obituary page is one of the
most read pages of any
newspaper. But aside from announcing who has passed away,
obituaries seem to desensitize the

world to death and pain.
I remember when I first
discovered the obituary page at
the age of 10. I would try to find
the oldest and youngest people
who had died as if it were a game.
As a former obituary writer, it
didn't hit me until I was faced with
writing six or seven obituaries in
one shift that virtually everybody's
life sounds the same in an
obituary.
I often find myself supplying the
emotion that is missing in the
totally dull standard obituary as I
read the paper. "Friends may call
from 2-4 p.m. Thursday at the
Guy Smiley Funeral Parlor (and
they will be crying, some of them
hysterically. They will dumbly
stare at the corpse of their loved
one which will be lying in a marble casket. They will try to cope
with the intense emotion, realizing they will never again see their

loved one in everyday life, by saying something like, 'Oh he looks
so peaceful. It's a blessing really
that he didn't have to stiffer. He
looks so g0000d ). "
The standard obituary is part of
the whole accepted process that
paints death as just another mundane old fact of life. Afterall, you
can always count on the obit page
being somewhere around page 3
in most newspapers.
My point? I don't know if there
is one. It just constantly amazes
me how unemotionally alike
everybody's death becomes. I
have never been to an unemotional funeral.
Maybe people just don't know
any other way to present such a
painful and scary subject.
Maybe it's an incentive to live life
to the fullest—to push harder to
be a real individual in life.

•
Winonan
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Child care begins
By CONNIE HEDRINGTON
Asst. News Editor

The opening of Winona State
University's day care center is
delayed about a week because it
has to wait for its provisional
license.
Tom Jung of the Department of
Human Services planned to visit
the day care center last Friday. But,
according to Ruth Doocy, the facility director, he had to take care of
priority business in St. Paul.
"I'm planning on Jung visiting
sometime this week," Doocy said.
She hopes the center will open
next Monday. Jung is supposed to
visit the new center this week, she
said.
After an application is submitted,
center policy, programs and staff
are observed. Jung said, "Laws
are changing and a license is now

needed for running a day care
center."
Another reason for the slow start
is opening in the middle of the
quarter, said Linda Bobo, the student senate vice president who has
served on the child care committee
since it began over a year ago.
One of the six part-time student
employees, Mary Elliot, a
sophomore elementary education
major, said, "Enrollment (for the
center) is not too high because
most parents found care facilities
for their children at the beginning
of the quarter." Elliot will be working approximately 6 hours a week
at the center when it opens.
An open house will be held 3
p.m.-6 p.m. Thursday. The day
care center is located at 367
Winona Street.

S

14

Your education will not end with graduation. As a graduate nurse at Rochester Methodist Hospital, you will
receive a comprehensive twelve-week long orientation
where you will further develop your professional skills.
Beyond orientation, you will have the challenges and the
growth opportunities that a world-class medical center
can provide.
Spring graduates apply now for positions available
in 1988. Starting salary $24,627. Attractive benefit
package.

Winonan Photo By Tony Dussel

Junior Dyane Mans plays Frisbee® at Lake Park Monday afternoon.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

GRADUATING
SENIORS:

5200

All Men

With Student I.D.

AllLadies

(e)AcrisNe t,

44

7:30
9:30

the legend writ I 11,1,

IP' les

ANTHONY MICHAEL HALL

r

.

(PG-13)

GEORGE BURNS

BLUES

18

MATTHEW
AGAIN
BRODERICK r=1

7:00 Only
0.-------SMTFing

Academ y
Award Winn ers
Cher
-Olympia
Dukakis

/____ 7:20 9:20

1333

9:10 Only

A romantic comedy.

MOONSTRUCK

CHER
NICOLAS CAGE

CARISCH THEATRES

nre '

TEST
YOUR
SKILL.

QUIT TING. IT COULD BE
THE TEST OF YOUR UFE.

Open Daily
M-F 4:00-1:30
Sat 12:00-1:30
Sun. 12:00.12:00

685 West 5th • Winona, MN

PIZZA

7:10
SNOWY RIVER
9:20 RETURN TOPART
(PG)

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WOVANNI
(PIZZA 'S

OAL

THURSDAY
College Night

5200

A MAYO FOUNDATION HOSPITAL

Your Angels

2nd & Main
452-4172
TUESDAY
Men's Night

Rochester Methodist Hospital

"You're only as old as you teel
Burgers and Beer

100% REAL
CHEESE

MONDAY
Ladies Night

Rochester Methodist Hospital, Personnel Services,
Nursing Recruitment Section, 201 West Center Street,
Rochester, MN 55902, (507) 286-7091 (Collect).

CHARLIE ZANE

Don't leave .Winona
State withou( getting
a Winonan subscription for next year. Only
$17 a year or $7 per
quarter. Stop by the
Winonan office in
Kryzsko Commons to
sign up.

CINE 4

Rochester Methodist Hospital is an 800-bed Mayo
Foundation Hospital. Choose challenge. Choose
growth. Choose Rochester Methodist Hospital.

10"

14"

UNBAKED PIZZA

4.70
4.70
4.70
4.70
4.70
4.70
4.70
4.70
4.90
4.90
4.90
4.90
4.90
5.10
5.10
5.70
5.70
.65
.65

5.70
5.70
5.70
5.70
5.70
6.70
5.70
5.70
5.95
5.95
5.95
6.95
5.95
6.15
6.15
6.90
6.90
.75
.75

Cheese
Onion
Italian Sausage
Bavarian Sausage
Pepperoni
Beef
Bacon
Ham
Sauerkraut
Green Pepper
Olives
Pineapple
Black Olives
Canadian Bacon
Mushroom
Shrimp
Anchovy
Additional Ingredients
Deep Dish

5.70
8.00
6.00
7.00
7.50

6.00
7.25
7.25
8.25
8.75

12"

Cheese
3 75
Onion
3 75
Italian Sausage
3 75
Bavarian Sausage
3 75
Pepperoni
3 75
Beet
3 75
Bacon
3 75
Ham
3 75
3 95
Sauerkraut
3 95
Green Pepper
3 95
Olives
Pineapple
3 95
Black Olives
3 95
4 20
Canadian Bacon
4 20
Mushroom
4 50
Shrimp
4 50
Anchovy
Additional Ingredients.... 55
55
Thick Crust

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
4

50
75
95
95
95
95
95
96
95
95
95
56
95
25
26
25
4 25
45
1 00

BEVERAGES

SPECIALS
Hawaiian
Vagatarlan
Vini's-Any 3
Mario's-Any 5
The Giovanni*

12"

4
4
4
5
6

50
75
75
75
25

*Contains.. Extra/Extra Cneese, Sausage, Pepperoni,
Musnrat.m, Green Peppers and Onions. No Substitution
* *************
Please/ •.*

454-3600
PA,!;,I4Y**il(Y)k

Milk
Pop

Litres

50
95

**************************

* Introductory Offer** Nine Star Pizza*

*-

* 9 ingredients only $7.99 Large
-0( sausage, canadian bacon, pepperoni, *
mushroom, onion, green pepper,
* beef, extra cheese on a thick crust.
'"-*************************
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Around C a mpus
Legislative debriefing

Child care center

Robert Carothers, State University System Chancellor, will discuss
recent legislative action as it affects
the university system and Winona
State from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. April
27 in Baldwin Lounge of Kryzsko
Commons.

Winona State's child care center
is opening soon and needs students
to help with the children. Contact
Ruth Doocy, 457-5507.

Dance
Dance to popular contemporary
Christian music at the Limelight
Sat., April 30, 9 p.m. to midnight.
"Holy Rollin and Rockin" is sponsored by Cooperative Campus
Ministry.

Photo exhibit
April 28 is the last day the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences photo exhibit on the
Marx Brothers will be displayed in
the Instructional Resource Center
in lower Howell Hall.

April 29

Twin City Urban Corps
Summer Interns for Minneapolis/St. Paul area-all
majors. 10 a.m.— 3 p.m.

Racine School District
Elementary majors, math majors, general science,
special education majors, music and others. 8:30
a.m.— 4 p.m.

Open
6 a.m.
To
Midnight

FOODS

RED BARON
PIZZA

8" GERMAN
CHOC. CAKE

Saus., Pepperoni, Hamb.

Baked • Fresh

MAC & CHEESE
DINNER

Tai Chi
Tai Chi Chuan at noon daily,
Monday -Friday in !tie PAC lobby.

April 27

1

Kraft 7.25 oz box

Tour Europe
Europe beginning in June
1988. Visit Russia, England and
France. If you are interested see
Lee McMillan, education professor, GI 209.

Seniors who wish to interview must indicate so by placing their name on the sign-up sheet in Winona State
University's placement office. Students may begin signing up for interviews two weeks prior to the interview
date. Each student must have the required forms on file in the placement office at least 48 hours prior to the
interview.

Art exibit

2 / ' 5 22oz

The CLEP testing which was
scheduled for May 6, 1988 has been
rescheduled for May 13, 1988.
Students interested in taking the
CLEP test should pick up a
registration form from the
Counseling Center at 132
Gildemeister. The cost for each
CLEF test is $22. Students must
complete the registration form for
CLEP by Thursday, May 12.

Summer job
Spend the summer on a farm
caring for a 17 retarded boy. Flexible full time hours, free room and
board, more than minimum wage,
vehicle provided. Call or write
John Jordan or Marianne Zerbe,
(507)896-3119, Rt. 1, Box 144,
Houston, MN.

Employment interviews on campus

Max Weber: Works on Paper is
on display at Winona State University in Paul Watkins Gallery from
April 12 to May 4. The exhibition
will include drawings and small
paintings on paper and is made
possible through the courtesy of
Forum Gallery in New York City.

Westgate
Shopping
Center
Winona, MN

CLEP testing

$

2

39

PORK
SPARE RIBS
Great on The Grill

lb

STUDENT JOBS
One of Southern Minnesota's
fastest growing companies is
looking to fill positions in summer
work program
Our funding for this program
requires us to: seek applicants
from the following counties:
Rice
Carver
Goodhue
Scott
Dakota
Hennepin
Steele
Dodge
Houston
Wabasha
Mower
Fillmore
Washington
Freeborn
Olmsted
10 hours a week - $100
20 hours a week = $200
30 hours a week = $300
40 hours a week = $400

Interviews — Thursday ONLY
April 28

9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, and
1:00 p.m. Sharp
Alumni Lounge Student Union

Tour

Poly sci association
Meets Wednesday's 2 p.m. Contact the student senate office for
location.

Morley prize
The institute for Humane
Studies has announced its 1988
Felix Morley Memorial writing
competition, which is designed to
identify young writers interested in
the philosophy. Applicants must
submit an application, along with
3 to 5 clippings of editorials, opeds, columns, essays, criticism, investigative pieces, or similar
materials. Cash prizes will be
awarded. Application deadline is
June 15, 1988. For more information call (703)323-1055.

Summer health insurance plan Financial aid
Students who have health insurance for spring quarter through
the student health plan and wish to
continue coverage through the summer months may do so by paying the
premium in the cashier's office. To
avoid any interruption in coverage,
the premium should be paid before
the end of spring quarter. The
premium is $85.

Students who aren't enrolled in
the insurance plan spring quarter but
wish to enroll for the summer may
do so by paying $85 to the cashier.
However, a minimum of five credits
must be taken.
Any questions regarding student
health insurance should be directed
to the student counseling center, 132
Gildemeister, 457-5330.

Looking for a Secure Future?
Wondering what you can do
with a Biology Degree?
The Medical Science Association
offers information about the exciting,
expanding and rewarding careers
of Physical Therapy, Medical Technology and Cytogenetics.
Come and Find Your Future!
Monday, May 2, 7 p.m. Purple Room 104

for summer
The financial aid office is now taking applications for financial aid for
the summer sessions. Programs that
students may be eligible for include
work-study, guaranteed student
loans, Pell grants and Minnesota
part-time grants.
Financial aid recipients who plan
to count the credits from both summer sessions to meet the credit requirements must be registered for
both sessions when aid is disbursed.
The scheduled disbursement date is
June 17 and July 22. Guaranteed
Student Loan borrowers must be
registered for a minimum of six
credits before their checks can be
ditributed. Work-study students
must be registered for a minimum of
three credits during each session they
will be working.
Contact office staff to assist you.
the

Winonan

CRUISE §14IPSNOW HIRING.M / F
Summer & Career opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean

CALL NOW:
206-736-0775. Ext.468F

75 Plaza Est

WitIons, MN 519117
507-154-4071

MINNESOTA SWEATSHIRTS
.

SAVE

JU

1

OFF
REGULAR
PRICE

SUMMER JOBS!EXPLORE MN..
Spend 4-13 weeks in the land
of 10,000 lakes. Earn salary plus
free room / board. Counselors,
nurses(BSN,RN), lifeguards and
other positions available at MN
resident camps for children and
adults with disabilities. Contact:
MN Camps, Dept. C21A, RR3
Box 162, Annandale, MN 55302
(612) 274-5376
*proomooli.

HOTEL

Thurs.- Sat. April 28- 30
DON'T FORGET!
MOTHERS DAY IS SUN MAY 8th
See our large selection of cards & gifts for Mom!

FINE DINING
ideal for
your Graduation Party.
Invite your Mom & Dad

75 PLAZA EAST
DOWNTOWN WINONA

HOURS: MON.- THURS. 9- 5, FRI.9- 9, SAT.9- 5, CLOSED SUN

Please call to make your
reservations: Yesterday's
Dining Room
(507) 452-5460

Winonan
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Students acknowledge banners that hang from the balconies on Morey-Shepard Hall.

• „.,..

Campaign banners hang from balcony on Kryzsko Commons.
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Signs of change
Photos and Text by Dave Rood
From the cafeteria walls to bathroom
stalls; seems that no matter where you
went on campus this last week, there
were student senate campaign posters
hanging from just about every place
imaginable.
At the last estimate, there were well
over 600 posters, not including the large
banners hanging from balconies and
stairwells. Darrell Kyle, a candidate for
vice-president, had over 200 himself
and figured that Jim Traeger, incumbent
presidential candidate, had at least as
many.
Senate candidates held a debate Wednesday noon.

Candidates remove a banner from a railing in Kryzsko Commons.

After five hours, less than 200 of the 6,234 Winona State University students had cast their ballots.

Traeger not only covered the campus
with his posters, he went door to door
in the residence halls Sunday and Monday night. Larry Lee, the opposing
presidential candidate, said, "I only had
about 30 (posters), I just didn't have the
money...I made them on my computer."
He also had about 20 hand- made
posters that were done for him.
Even with all the pain, and sometimes
expense, put toward campaigning, less
than 150 voters had turned out after
almost five hours of the polls being
open.

Page 9

Page 10
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Variety
"0'

Some examples of Max Weber works that are on display in Watkins Gallery,

Winonan Photos By Kirk Fratzke

New York modernist art displayed
By JANE HARTON
Chief Reporter

Modern art from New York City
is now on display at Winona State
University.

Fourteen of Max Weber's
modernist drawings and paintings
were shipped from New York's
Forum Gallery to Winona State
University's Paul Watkins Gallery

and are currently on display.
The exhibit focuses on Weber's
Modernist art. Dominic Ricciotti,
director of the gallery, said Forum
Gallery is in charge of Weber's
estate.
After he researched the artist,
Ricciotti thought Weber's work
would be interesting for the gallery.
Tom Stark, Winona State presi-

dent, requested the exhibit
because the university has a connection with the artist's son, Ricciotti said.
Maynard Weber graduated from
Winona State University in 1948.
The Winona State foundation
and art department is sponsoring
the exhibit. Both contributed to the
total cost of displaying the exhibit.

Ricciotti said he couldn't reveal
the expense because the information may encourage theft.
Ricciotti, also professor of art
history at Winona State, said all the
paintings and drawings are for
sale. Sales would be handled by
the Forum Gallery in New York.
"When this exhibit is finished
here, the works will be sent back

State system supports cultural diversity
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

Besides learning facts and formulas, a university should educate in
real experiences, said Tim Price, affirmative action officer for the state
university system.
That's why a cultural diversity program is being developed throughout
the state system, said Price who came to discuss the program at Winona
State University last Wednesday.
Invited by the Black Cultural Awareness Organization, Price stated
that students need to be better prepared for the real world, a world that
has minorities.
"We need to celebrate our cultural differences and accept them for
what they are," Price said.
"(Many minorities) don't exist at Winona State, but they will nation
wide," he said. "Cultural diversity is an attempt to raise consciousness
and better prepare each of us."
Enacted by Chancellor Robert Carothers in January, cultural diversity is a plan to bring more minorities to state universities. Price said
the program should raise the number of black people from approximately 2,500 in the state system to 5,000 in five years.
Price said the state system is planning and developing strategies to

"Universities have to create an environment at least more
hospitable to people of color."
—Tim Price
first educate people and then draw more minorities in.
"If you do not address what goes on inside the campus, it is naught
to do outside," he said. "Insensitivity will occur. I hope not daily. I hope
not weekly. But it must be addressed head on.
"Universities have to create an environment at least more hospitable
to people of color," Price said.
Retention will also be a major part of the program. Price said only
2.4 percent of almost 58,000 minority students are retained.
Winona State is already working on cultural diversity in things like
allocating money for scholarships, said John Kane, vice president of
student affairs. He said $12,000 is offered to minority students in
scholarships.
Winona State administrators must have specific plans for their cultural
diversity program by May 10.

Grade schoolers enroll in college
Seminoff says applications are due May 6
By CONNIE HEDRINGTON
Asst. News Editor

Children are generally considered a gift but
not all children are gifted.
Children who show above average effort and
interest in school are candidates for Winona
State University's summer program, "College
for Kids."
The program was designed to give children
the opportunity to learn in a college environment, Nancy Seminoff, dean of the college of
education, said.
Graduates of third, fourth, fifth or sixth grade
can enroll in two courses. The curriculum includes art, music, foreign language and culture,
Tai Chi, writing, history, law, nature study,

career exploration, fitness, cryptology,
photography and publishing.
Faculty from Winona State, St. Mary's College and the College of St. Teresa will be
teaching the classes.
Individual attention will be emphasized—
classes will have approximately ten students.
College for Kids is sponsored by the college
of education and the adult continuing education and extention department.
Ruth Bures, an instructor of a similar program
in Wisconsin, sold Winona State on the idea last
year and the community responded well to it,
Seminoff said. Last year's session drew 43
students.
Seminoff said that was enough interest to ex-

pans this summer's course selections.
Eligible children must be identified by their
- school for high potential programs or be recommended by a teacher, principal or counselor as
a student who would benefit from the program.
Ruth Forsythe, an English instructor at
Winona State, volunteered to teach a cultural
class on Japan. She said, "It's a good opportunity to make the children aware of other
cultures." Children will learn to speak and write
in Japanese and have the chance to try some
of the arts and foods, she said.
Julie Zuehlke, director of news services said,
"I think this type of program gives children the
See Kids, page 11

to New York," Hicciotti said.
Accompanying the exhibit was a
community breakfast and gallery
tour given by Ricciotti.
Maynard Weber attended the
breakfast and was honored at the
breakfast by the Alumni Association. A lecture was also held on
See Weber, page 11

Unity theme
for dinner
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

Made from ground beef,
spices, peas, onions, tomatoes,
green chilies ancf Mazola oil,
Bhuna Keema is one of the
treats those attending the annual International Dinner May 7
at Winona State University will
taste.
Ahmed Bakhsh, a senior
business administration
marketing major, said he will
prepare the Pakistani dish.
"I'm doing it just for the fun
of it," Bakhsh said. "No one
was making anything from my
country so I just volunteered."
He will have to make a lot of
Bhuna Keema for the dinner
because it is sold out.
"All 250 tickets are gone,"
said Pradeep Parmar, International Club president. "There's
a waiting list of 30 to 40 people."
Bakhsh doesn't seem worried
though. He prepared food two
years ago and friends will be
helping him cook the dish the
morning of the dinner.
Bhuna Keema isn't the, only
food fe o tured at dinner.
Other members will prepare
such things as Cambodian
salad, Kumkake from Norway,
and spiced lemon drink from
the Orient.
This year's theme is based on
unity and diversity and stresses
that even though many people
are from different cultures, we
all have the same goals.
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Weber

Continued from page 10

"The ultimate goal is to make the
world a better place no matter
where you come from," Parmar
said.
The dinner will take place in the
East Cafeteria at 6:30 p.m.

Continued from page 10

Max Weber's Modernism on Tuesday night.
According to the guest book,
over 60 people have visited the
gallery during the Weber exhibit.

The Max Weber exhibit continues until May 4.
***'*********************************

K- Mart Parking Lot
CAR WASH!

Saturday, April 30th
I 10:00 to 4:00

**
*
*
**
*
*
*
ti n
:************R99***************

Winonan Photo By Tony Dussel

Dr. Nils-Bertil Faxen, president of the University
College of Boras, Sweden, visited Winona State

University Tuesday to promote the Swedish exchange program.

Kids

‘‘ Dad was right.
You get what
you pay for,/

Continued from page 10

opportunity to see what (college)
may really be like." Zuehlke will be
teaching a newspaper publishing
class where the children will be
editors, reports, writers and artists.
Applications for the July 25-29
program are due May 6 to the
education department. Classes run
from 12:15 p.m. to 4 p.m.

NANNY
$150-250/ wk

More people choose
AT&T over any other long
distance service. Because,
with AT&T, it costs less
than you think to get the
service you expect, like
clearer connections,
24-hour AT&T operator
assistance, instant credit
on wrong numbers. And
the assurance that we can
put virtually every one
of your calls through the
first time. That's the genius
of the AT&T Worldwide
Intelligent Network.
So when it's time to
make a choice, remember,
it pays to choose AT&T.
If you'd like to know
more about our products
or services, like the
AT&T Card, call us at
1 800 222-0300.

Do you love and enjoy children? Need a break, $$$$ for
school? Comfortable homes,
carefully screened families
ample free time to explore
Social and educational opportunities of historic New
England. One year commitment required.
Mrs Spang
Child Care Placement Service
121 First St. N
Minneapolis, MN 55401
612-340-1785

SALES

ARE YOU
COMPETITIVE?
ARE YOU
CREATIVE?
. . . AND READY
FOR SUCCESS?
METRO SALES, INC. is
one of the Midwest's
largest independent
photocopy machine
distributors with a reputation for honesty, fairness
and quality service.
CALL PERSONNEL

Greg Riley-University of North Carolina• Class of 1989

AT&T

The right choice.

at (612) 861-4000
or 1(80C) 862-7414
to take our Sales
Assessment Questionaire.
METRO SALES, INC.
1620 E. 78th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55423
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Sports
No. 1 pitcher has upbeat attitude
Handicap hasn't stopped her
By GLEN GAUERKE
Staff Writer

Senior Katy Thompson will leave Winona
State University satisfied with being
respected and known as a softball pitcher
who wasn't concerned with having to overcome a handicap.

"Through softball at a college level it's
been hard for me, but being born with
a handicap has never stopped me. It's
just something I've overcome."
- Katy Thompson

Thompson was born with four
underdeveloped fingers on her left hand.
Despite this, she has been pitching for
Winona State University the last four years
and returned this season as the team's
number one pitcher and leader of a young
staff.
"Through softball at a college level, it's
been hard for me," Thompson said, "but being born with a handicap has never stopped
me. It's just something I've overcome."
A therapeutic recreation major, Thompson
tries to help other handicapped people. Last
summer she interned in Watertown, Wis.,
dealing with severly mentally handicapped
children and infants.
Thompson first started pitching softball in
eighth grade and credits her high school
junior varsity coach for getting her started.
One problem she's always had is catching
line drives. She said her glove could fall off
easily.
"(Shortstop Deb Steward) would be right
behind me if my glove fell off," she said.
Head softball coach, Mark Patterson has
coached Katy for all four years and doesn't
see any problem. "I didn't give (her handicap) much attention myself, and it was
commonplace among the team because Katy, doesn't dwell on it."
— The
–
attitude of the team portrays

"She doesn't take her hand as a handicap
and if people make comments, they don't
bother her," catcher Maggie McGinnis said.
"I give her all the credit in the world."
Patterson said, "She's done a very commendable job handling herself athletically
and socially. Her approach is very strongwilled."
That approach includes that she can joke
to her teammates about it.
"Some of the players and I kid around,"
she said. "When most say 'give me five',
they ask me to give them two and a half."
She also credits her parents for helping
her deal with things.
Currently the Waukesha, Wis., native is
having her best season as a Warrior. But
more pitchers this year means less playing
time for her.
Thompson and the rest of the Warriors
play a doubleheader today at 3 p.m. at Lake
Park against the University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse.
This weekend the Warriors will be on the
road, playing doubleheaders against conference foes, Bemidji State University Friday and Moorhead State University
Saturday.

Winonan Photo By Tony Dussel

Katy Thompson has overcome a handicap to become Winona State's number one
softball pitcher.

acceptance.

Netters win
meet against
Dragons
By TRACY STROTHER
Asst. Sports Editor

In one of the most competitive
meets of the season for the Winona
State University women's tennis
team, the Warriors defeated
Moorhead State University 8-1.
Every singles match was taken
by the Warrior women, but not
without determination.
Julie Kane and Molly Loftus went
three sets before defeating their
foes. Kane's scores were 7-5, 3-6,
6-2. Loftus tallied 3-6, 6-4, 6-4.
Kris Schwartz also had a close
7-6, 7-5 victory. Other singles winners were Laurie Thornton, Dawn
Bissing and Marni Rumppe.
"This was definitely my best
meet," said Rumppe who won her
matches 6-0, 6-1. "I felt more confident."
Victories in doubles competition
went to Schwartz-Rumppe and
Loftus-Thornton, while the combination of Kane-Bissing lost after
a close three sets with scores of
6-1, 6-7, 7-5.
The Warriors post a 4-2 record
for third place in the Northern Sun
Conference behind Southwest
State University and the University of Minnesota-Duluth.
See Tennis, page 15

Women '9' win two conference games
By GLEN GAUERKE
Staff Writer

The Winona State University softball team
had an explosive week—what there was of it
anyway.
The Warriors took a pair of games from Northern Sun Conference foe the University of
Minnesota-Morris last Tuesday at Lake Park
before having its participation in the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse tournament cancelled due to bad weather.
The team got off to a quick start on Tuesday
en route to a 10-4 win in the first of the
doubleheader.
The second game saw the Warriors score
four times in the second inning on 5 hits to hold
on for a 6-3 victory.
The sweep gives the Warriors a 6-2 con-

ference record and improves their playoff
chances.
The Warriors belted out 22 hits in the
doubleheader, seven of those were for extra
bases.
"I was glad to see our bats come around a
bit," Head Coach Mark Patterson said. "We
started to make good contact last week against
Northern State, and it was also nice to have the
opportune hits."
Centerfielder Pat Neder was the big offensive weapon. She went 5-7 in the two games,
including a three-run homer in game one and
two stolen bases.
Neder was also backed by strong performances from first baseman Vicki Heniff, third
baseman Kim Lewis and right fielder Patty
Loveless.

Heniff cranked out three triples and three
RBI. Lewis had a pair of doubles with four RBI
for the doubleheader.
In game two Loveless went a perfect 2-2 with
a pair of RBI.
Although the Warriors' hitting was strong,
their pitching was not as good against the last
place Cougars.
The Warriors' staff dished out 15 walks in the
doubleheader, yet prevented UM-Morris from
scoring when they had the bases loaded on
three separate occasions.
"I wasn't real pleased with our pitching but
we did bear down in the clutch", said Patterson.
Pitchers Anne Royce and Katy Thompson
picked up the victories.

Gymnastics recruiting strong
By TRACY STROTHER
Asst.Sports Editor

Steve Juaire

Even though the Winona State University women's
gymnastics team just finished one of its roughest
seasons, Warrior Head Coach Steve Juaire looks
positively to next year.
Juaire is searching for recruits. "We are having a
very good recruiting year," he said.
Each year Juaire hopes to gain five or six strong
recruits. He already has seven committed with two
or three other prospects. One such prospect is Kristi
Borak from Mukwonago, Wis.
As a recruit, Borak ;not only looks at the level of
competition and past records of a team, she also tries
to visit the campuses of a variety of institutions.
"A coach's approach and rapport with the gymnasts are very important," said Borak. "I also like to
visit the school and see the workouts."

Juaire credits most of Winona State's success in
recruiting to past records, excellent academics and
a prime location. He emphasizes the learning process
that takes place in the Warrior program.
"As an educational institution, teaching shquld be
part of our mission," Juaire said. "Having a good product to sell makes the job easier. We have fantastic
support at Winona State."
The Warriors competed most of the past season
with only two seniors, two sophomores and what
Juaire called, "a host of inexperienced yet talented"
freshmen. Many of the underclassmen gained the
needed experience to help promote a better team
next season. Among them are Jane Huseby, Jennifer
Knippel and Kerrie Luzum.
"Without a doubt, Kerrie is perhaps the hardest
See Gymnastics, page 15
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Warrior golfers take sixth
Hope to regain momentum for national tourney
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Sports Editor

With the NAIA national tournament
approaching, a sixth place finish for the
Winona State University men's golf
team is a bit disheartening.
The Warriors placed sixth in a field of
ten last Thursday in the St. Olaf
University-hosted College Collegiate
Tournament held at the Northfield Golf
Course.
"It is a bit disappointing," Head
Coach Dwight Marston said. "We've got
to get those scores below 80 for us to
do well. That has to be improved on. It's
what we need to be able to compete
with teams of our caliber."
The Warriors were led by Rick
Monroe who shot a seven-over-par 76.
Larry Norland finished a shot back at 77,
Tom Pohlman tallied an 80 and both
Derek Espy and D. David Johnson
carded 85s.
For most of the Warriors Northfield
was a new course.
"It was tough to to judge distances
because the greens were all over the
place," said Warrior golfer Larry
Norland. He said the greens were very
hilly and tough to putt on.
"(Northfield) is just a par 69, but it's

"We've got to get those scores
below 80 for us to do well. That has
to be improved on. It's what we
need to be able to compete with
teams of our caliber."
—Golf Coach Dwight Marston
a tough 69," Norland said. "It's definitely a local knowledge course."
Gustavus Adolphus' Eric Peterson
didn't seem to have any trouble with the
course. He shot a one-under 68 to win
medalist honors.
Said Pohlman, "We kind of skied our
scores, but we hadn't played the course
before."
Gustavus' gold team won the tournament with a 291 total. Mankato State
University's black team took second at
299. Gustavus' maroon and Mankato's
gold squad tied for third at 306. The College of St. Thomas finished 11 strokes
ahead of the Warriors and placed fifth.
"It was cool out there," Marston said.
"It's tough to concentrate, but it's tough
for everyone to concentrate."
Normandale College shot a team
score of 321 to 'take seventh, Carleton

$5.00 OFF

College was eighth at 324. St. Olaf and
St. Olaf's black team brought up rear
with ninth and tenth place finishes.
The Warriors now look to gear up for
the Drake Relays which are being
played tomorrow and Friday in Iowa.
The competition there will be fierce,
Marston said. Division I, II and III will all
be competiting.
The Warriors will play 36 holes Thursday and 18 more Friday.
"That's going to be played at two of
the toughest courses we'll see all year,"
Marston said.
For the Warriors to do well, he said,
they must lower their scores and adjust
to the courses and the competition.
"They just have to make the adjustment,' he said. "it's each golfer against
the course, you've just got to zero in on
that course."
The NAIA national tournament will be
held June 7-10 at the Wynlakes Golf and
Country Club in Montgemery, Ala. Huntingdon College in Alabama is the host
school.
Qualifying Minnesota schools for this
tournament will be held May 9-10 at
Bracketts Crossing Country Club in
Lakeville, Minn.

d y's sunny weather.
day's

Stick around for
WSU Summer Session!
General Education Classes
Major /'Minor classes
Plus - Special Workshops
Short courses
Tours

Any Two Two-Topping Pizzas

Pick up a WSU Summer
Bulletin in Registrars Office
Somsen or Extension Office
Somsen 109.

Call Us:
0
z
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r

DOMINO'S 454-3030
PIZZA
West 5th St.
DELIVERS® 909
.
Winona
@FREE.

Save
$5.00

Two 12" Two-Topping Pizzas for
I$9.94

I
I
.I

Regularly $14.94

I
I

I
No Coupon Required.

I
I
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Lllmited delivery area.
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Save
$5.00
5.00

•
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One 12" Two-Topping Pizza and :
One 16" Two-Topping Pizza for :
$13.15

.
.11

Regularly $18.15

I
1
I,

No Coupon Required.
Offer expires

I

I
.

L
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Save
$5.00

I

5 / 15 / 88 .I
Customer pays applicable sales tax.Valid at participating
stores only. Not valid with any other coupon or offer.
,
Offer expires

L

n

.1

5 / 15 / 88

.
11

.

Customer pays applicable sales tax.Valid at participating :
stores only. Not valid with any other coupon or offer.
Lilmited delivery area.

•
J

Two 16" Two-Topping Pizzas for
$16.36

Offer expires

L

r

Make your Summer plans
now!

WANTED:
The Winonan is looking for

copy editors, staff writers, ad
reps, sports writers,
photographers, and any other
kind of newspaper position. If
you can write or at least focus
and shoot, then we want you!
Please apply in the Winonan

office by next Tuesday. We
need a few good bodies.

WANTED
Attendant needed for
disabled WSU (female)
employee during the
day only. To start fall,
1988.
Experience preferred.
Students welcome to
apply.
Call 457-5053
for details.

******************************************************
* Doyou miss "Mom's Laundry Service?

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION!
WE will do your laundry for $2.75 / load.
Price Includes:
*2 hour service
*Soap
*Washing

'Drying
*Folding

•

Regularly $21.36

No Coupon Required.
BL.
–/1111
_1111=3;:k

Winonan
insongaan m
Pheotoduri
By TnognywiDousl
Mona

Sheila Lohmeyer enjoys a tenni

NORGE VILLAGE

5 / 15 / 88

Customer pays applicable sales tax.Valid at participating
stores only. Not valid with any other coupon or offer.
I
Lilmited delivery area

Jmited delivery area. Drivers carry less than $20. ©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

601 Huff St.
(across from Taco John's)

Hours:
M-F 8 a.m.- 8 p.m.
S-S 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.

k*****************************************************),
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The 19th Hole
With
guest columnist Glen Gauerke

Come join us for an
evening on the

ez*

JULIUS C. WILKE
for our

Unpaid bet still hanging
over 'serious' softball game

ly writes this dumb, but semi-funny , column picked
up on this. Our team quickly got pumped up.
I thought, "How could we go wrong?" I was the
only one that had played high school ball. Chuck
said he had, but I still don't believe him.
Our Editor in Chief, Julie Foegen never played
softball before, and it showed. Although she did say
that she was a killer kickball player in her day...Yah,
pus radio station) squared off at 1 p.m. at Lake Park.
right.
Needless to say, the competiton was low grade, but
I get this feeling you know what kind of game this
fierce.
was. KQAL and our staff were of equal caliber—
When the two most visible mass communication
very poor, but humorous.
organizations play head to softball, almost anything
So why the blow-out? Why wasn't it closer? I
can happen—especially when a keg is on the line.
would like to say it was because
When the dust (or I should say,
we were more determined than
mud) cleared, it was a 12-3 rout
Winonan 12
KQAL for that keg, which hasn't
in favor of the Winonan. Bragging
been paid as of yet....ahhmmmm.
rights were firmly established, but
3
KQAL
But I think it was, in all fairness,
most importantly, that precious
more luck than skill.
keg was secured after a long
Still, KQAL got off to a bad start when, yours truday's work.
ly, hit a leadoff, towering homerun on the game's
Our strategy was flawless—don't show up on
first pitch. Hey, I told you we were pumped!
time.
The game continued on this torrid pace until the
Technically, KQAL could have won on forfeit confinal tally reached 12-3.
sidering that we had only five players at the 1 p.m.
Lots of laughs and follies were also present. I'm
"deadline." But that was only a technicality. KQAL
sure we'll share that keg with KQAL, only because
is far too classy to take a forfeit—although that would
we're such gracious winners.
have saved much embarrassment, and me writing
In all seriousness though, it was a time to have
this one-sided column.
fun and joke. Actually, the joke was both team's
Despite the delay, and the (god-forsaken cloudy)
playing ability.
cold day, the action wasn't stopped. There were too
The Winonan and KQAL are very important media
many good times awaiting this slugfest.
on this campus and we work hard. It's only fair that
For instance, we finally got enough dedicated
we play hard too.
players by 1:20 p.m. and by that time KQAL had
It just so happens that the Winonan has the bragpracticed themselves into the ground.
gin' rights until next year's comedy hour. Keep pracTheir milk had sogged their cornflakes.
ticing KQAL!
The Winonan staff and Chuck, the guy who usual-

4th Annual Spring
Semi formal
Friday May 6th 8:00 — 12:00
DJ - Beer - Hors'd ourves - Cash bar

Editor's note: It's that time of the year once again
for die-hard softball players to brave the cold and
head down to the lake to play ball. It's a common
occurance for all of us. This week we're devoting
the "19th Hole" to that ritual event. The nod for this
task goes to sports writer Glen Gauerke.
Last Saturday the Winonan and KQAL (the cam-

and afraid?

irthright
452-2421
free pregnancy test

Angela 452-4025 or Mary 454-5333

(Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi)

LONG

SHORT

I

on Hair?

on Cash?

$3.25 cuts it...at the

Winona Tech
COSMETOLOGY CLINIC
HOURS: 9 to 4 Weekdays
454—4646
All work by students
under instructor supervision
On
Homer Road
Winona Technical Institute

Budweiser
talswe Time Activities.

Pregnant?
There is a friend who cares.

For tickets contact:

CapitalQuiz! (11 Gan you name a state where
State Capital
Budweiser isn'

best tasting beer? (Answer below.)

Help Bud Man find his favorite beer!

Bud Man
will go to bed thirsty tonight...unles.s you help. Simply trace through the maze
until you connect him with that crisp, refreshing Budweiser.

free confidential help

The

Baseball Rivia! (2) If you can answer even one of the following, you qualify as a Sports genius!

Panama
Jack
System

Just arrived!!
Limited quantity of
Panama Jack® tanks!
Assorted sizes and colors

ISItTi

BUY NOW!
European*

TanSpa.
S.A.F.E. CERTIFIED
SALON

•

Call for an appt. 454-3042

A. What was Babe Ruth's hat size? B. Dizzy Dean once struck out 17 Cubs in one game. Name those Cubs.
C. How many stitches in an American League baseball? How many in a National league baseball?
D. What's Use best beer to have while watching a game? (Answers below.)
'alol nu n sup ptre 'ias!.pnq .0 .ly aril runty or Auetu au . 0 sappy Yal Sappy laiusj ')apiaq
'ucluxe9
PcN sou ar ?0r5 IZ
rue ',Inicuu45 'urtua,714 PuZ
P100) ,u0I,N I I :SjaNSUV

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Warrior '9' surprised,
split in doubleheader
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Sports Editor

Northern State University
erupted offensively over the
weekend and surprised the Winona
State University baseball team
splitting a pair of doubleheaders.
The Warriors ran their losing
streak to five games Saturday, losing the opener of the four-game
series, 7-6, before coming back
and winning 11-4.
On Sunday they again lost the
doubleheader opener, 7-5, and
won the second game 15-4.
"They really surprised me with
how they hit the ball," catcher Dan
Galvin said.
Second baseman Chris Shimek
said, "It was a better Northern
State team than we've seen in the
past. We should have won more,
that's for sure."
In Sunday's nightcap, which was
the Warriors' most productive
game, the bats came to life. Third
baseman Dean Barkey, designated
hitter Steve Squier and shortstop
Kurt Mosson had three hits each.
Center fielder Scott Cozad and,first
baseman Scott Wanshura had two.

Winonan Photo By Chuck Frederick

Freshman Brent Madden goes for a jam Sunday at the Lincoln Christian Community Center, 654 Huff St.

Wanshura was honored this
week, being named co-NIC player
of the week. The 6-0 200-pound
junior from Bloomington, Minn.,
collected eight hits in 13 at bats including four home runs to help the
Warriors sweep the University of
Minnesota-Duluth a week ago.
He shares the honor with Bemidji
State University catcher Tim Veith.
Shimek and Barkey blamed tholosses to Northern on poor pitching
and poor fielding.
"The combination of the two
causes you to lose," Shimek said.
"I think we took them a little light
too."
"We're still in this thing," Barkey
said of the conference race.
The Warriors will play key conference games this week. "We
have to win these," Galvin said.
Yesterday the Warriors played
the University of Minnesota-Morris,
weather permitting. Results from
this game were not available when
the Winonan went to print.
The team will travel to Southwest
State University for games Friday
and Saturday.

'0111111•111=111M.

WANTED:
Young aspiring photographers,
willing to travel to foreign
counties, meet new and interesting people, be recognized far and wid. Fill out an application NOW or call
457-5119 and ask for Dave.
The Winonan, were looling for
a few good bodies.

Gymnastics

a 17.1 score on the balance beam
for a fourth place finish in the National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics national competiton.

Continued from page 12

"To be All-American is a very
prestigious honor," Juaire said.
In an attempt to make next
season even stronger, Juaire has
added tougher competition to the
schedule. Among teams added are
the universities of Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Nebraska, Iowa and
Iowa State.

working gymnast on the team,"
Juaire said. "She has come the furthest."
He was also pleased with AllAmerican award winner Knippel.
She was named All-American with

Tennis

St. Martin's Lutheran
328 E. Broadway
Office 452-6928

Continued from page 12

The Warriors only have three
meets to conclude their season.

Saturday services 5:30 p.m.
Sunday 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Adult Education Hour 9:15

I OFFER EXPIRES:
I
5/7/88

:WINONA MALL

Pastor Ronald Dommer
Pastor Michael Fox

Professional Building 454-6030

'COUNSELING AVAILABLE

The ONLY Difference is the Price!!

LC -- MS Congregation

..11=1=1111.1 ■

TUESDAY IS TWOSDAY H

FREE!

I

■I

Buy any size Original Round Pizza at
regular price and get the identical pizza
with this coupon!

I
I

FREE

AT A

il

452-8752

Family choice
6.99
plus tax

1—With Everything
Pizza
1—With Any Two
Toppings

Delivery Available
4:00 P.M. To Cloze

I

L

I

INg MI MI
Small

cOrivErnENT UTILE CALS.:46'1.4W YOU

WINONA MALL

i

•iAtL,Ar..ej
VALUABLE COUPON

Friday and Saturday the Warriors travel to Decorah, Iowa to take
part in the Luther Invitational.

Precision

Cut
(Reg. 6.95)

extra cheese available
at extra charge

15

On May 3 they will take on St.
Mary's College, and their final
preparation will be for NAIA District
13 Conference action on May 6
and 7.
Thinking of taking some time
off from school? Wu need
Mother's Helpers. House
hold duties and childcare.
Live in exciting New York
City suburbs. Room, board,
and salary included. 203-6224959 or 915-273-1626

—HELP WANTED
Alaska Summer Employment-Fisheries. Earn $600_ a week in
cannery, $8,000-12,000 for two
months on fishing vessel. Over
8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or Female. For
52-page employment booklet
send $6.95 to M&L Research
Box 84008, Seattle, WA 98124.
30 day, unconditional, 100 /
money back guarantee.

FOR SALE

1.1.11

Delivery Available 4:00 p.m. to close

Winona Mall 452-L3752

ONKYO 100 watt speakers
Five months old.
Retail $300 Sale $150
Call Tim at 457-2858
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AT THE BOOKSTORE
ING HOME

THANK YO..

Spring Specials
Sale Dates May 2nd Thru May 28th
Clothin 1g

20 7. off
Lamps ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 25 7. off
• •20 off
Records, Tapes •
• •20 7. off
Towels.•••.••••.
Calculators............. •• • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 20 7. off
Watches & Clocks. •• * • • • • • • 41 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20'/ off
Billfold 46
20 7. off
Radios ..•••••••.,•••••••••••••••••••••••• ir • • • • • • • • 20 7. off
Book Bags ......
30 7. off
1 Tape Recorders ••••••••"" •• • . • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 20'/. off
Pillow Pets & Puppets•••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • 10 7. off
All Poste rs .•••
50 7. off
41 41 0 41 41 41 0 0 40 41 41 41 41

4, 41 41 41 4D 4D 41 41 41 41 41 41 9 41 E1 0 4D 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41

41 4/ 41 41 41 41 0 0 I 41 0 41•••••••••••••••

41 0 41 41 0 0 41 40 41 40 41 41 41 41 40 41 41 11 41 41 0 41 41 41 41 41 4, 41 40 41 41 40
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SEE SPECIAL CLOTHING DISPLAY FOR
1/2 price merchandise!!!

